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Rakhi is highly regarded as an occasion of unity across borders and religions. It is thus very
important to tie a Rakhi on your siblings to signify the value of the relationship. Thus Rakhi gifts to
India must be sent to value the rich customs of this beautiful occasion.

The auspicious festival of Rakhi is the occasion where sisters tie their brothers a band that signifies
a bond which would never break. The brothers take the vow of protecting their sisters while the
sisters let their siblings assured of their continued affection through gifts. This festival was restarted
by the noble laureate Rabindra Nath Tagore in an attempt to repair the relations between the
Hindus and Muslims after their many riots in Bengal. It is thus supposed to be a non religious
festival and marks the bonding of friendship which is everlasting. It can be compared to a friendship
band which also signifies true friendship and everlasting bonds.

The everlasting brother sister relation is celebrated with this auspicious and grand festival of India
and sending gifts to Kolkata is a significant gesture from many sisters who stay abroad but still love
their brothers equally as before. It is thus a common custom for any sister living in any part of the
world to tie their brothers Rakhi and treat them with delicious dishes. The brothers in turn make it a
point to protect their sisters no matter what the danger the might be and also gift them with tempting
presents. It need not be however a sibling relationship between the two. The sister can also be a
cousin or a friend whom one considers a sister to mark the closeness and purity of the friendship.
Often Hindus and Muslims tie each other Rakhis to mark the secularity of the country.

It is often smart to try and impress your brothers and buy them impressive gifts. Things which they
would not otherwise buy but have long wished they were theirs. For instance one can buy a brother
a costly race bike on the occasion of Rakhi and show their love and affection towards their dear
sibling. The brother can also in turn reward their sister by gifting a designer sari or jewelry and
pledge to protect her from all hassles. The festival of Raksha Bandhan is a highly respected
occasion which is beyond race and religion and is marked as the occasion of union of all kinds of
linguistic groups and religions. However, it becomes a difficult task for sisters, staying abroad to gift
their brothers with the Rakhi across borders. Recently built online portals solve the situation and
make the distances disappear by enabling them to send gifts to India without much difficulty.

Gifts are to be chosen according to the wishes of the siblings as it matters a lot as to how the
present is received. So utmost attention must be paid during the shopping specially for sisters as
brothers around the world who celebrate Rakhi all look forward to this occasion expecting unique
and rewarding presents. But the real Rakhi gifts to India are always the real deal. It might be a
computer, a laptop or a new bike. The brother must also be very sensitive in buying the gift as
presents signify the depth of the relationship. It can be a designer sari or some costly jewelry which
the sister would not be able to turn their eyes off.
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